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Writing a Speech

Writing a speech is most stressful task because

-speech is meant to be spoken out loud and not submitted as a paper

-content should be appropriate and meaningful for the special occasion.



Before Writing Your Speech

Before writing a good speech, first of all, you need to understand about your audience you are 

writing speech for and, second one is your topic you are going to write on, for example(writing 

a persuasive speech, writing a wedding speech or writing a political speech).

1- Audience

2- A Few Key points

3- Keep it Simple



Focus on Your Message

The message that matches the occasion for the speech needs to be one. Don't put too many 

ideas into your speech. Because people remember very little thing from speeches, so just give 

them one or two ideas.



Use Accurate Words

The words use in speech are the main things to worry about. You have to choose words that will 

bring the audience around to your way of thinking about the topic.



Make it Simple

To make speech effective use short sentences always. Write two simple sentences than one long 

complicated sentence.



Grab The Listeners Attention

Always think how you can relate with your audience and get them to relate to you or your topic. 

If you capture their attention and concern, then you will increase your chances for a successful 

speech.



Take Another Look

Once you have done with speech writing you need to recheck your speech several times 

carefully. First of all make sure that you have got your main points in their correct order with 

your supporting materials.



Take A Second Look

On the second reading check your used language and tone. On the third reading check all 

sentences and words you used in your speech. Keep these rules in mind and you won't go 

wrong.



What is The Most 
Difficult Part of 
Writing a Speech
WHAT TO CONSIDER WHEN WRITING A SPEECH



Steps to Writing a Great Speech

#1 Step Away From the Computer

◦ Don’t start with a PowerPoint

◦ Get Inside the Audiences Head

#2 Find The BIG IDEA

◦ What is the ONE idea that you want the audience to remember?

◦ The BIG IDEA is the beacon for your presentation

#3 Give The Audience What They Need

◦ Don’t ask ‘what should I speak about’

◦ Instead ask ‘how can I be of service’



Steps to Writing a Great Speech

#4 Plan Your Call-to-Action

◦ Know the destination of your presentation

◦ Focus the CTA on one action

#5 Use the One Minute Rule

◦ For Every Minute You Speak….

◦ Plan for an hour of prep

◦ 20 minute Speech is 20 Hours of Prep



Steps to Writing a Great Speech

#6 Discover Your Writing Strategy

◦ There is no way to write the perfect speech

◦ Find the method that works for you

#7 Get Feedback

◦ Don’t be a lone wolf

◦ Get a fresh set of eyes

◦ Hire a coach to make your message remarkable

◦ Prep makes your speech a success


